
the two agreed to meet in New York City to discuss Michael’s unique 
concept further. The pair immediately clicked over their mutual love of 
philanthropy and the environment. In typical New York City fashion 
and Hollywood movie glamour, they shared a cab before parting ways, 
agreeing to meet again in Los Angeles.  

The idea to reach out to an environmentally and socially-minded 
celebrity occurred to Michael after a reflective drive home in his car one 
day. Having recently dissolved his Ottawa-based custom furniture design 
company, Ikko, and briefly considering a career change to his formally-
trained marketing background, Michael couldn’t shake the feeling that he 
had a responsibility to do more, thanks to the birth of his daughter, Milla.

“I was struggling with the definition of success and the message I was 
sending to my daughter,” Michael says. “To me, life is to be lived every day, 
not just on weekends. In furniture design, mass production doesn’t inspire 
me; people inspire me. On that drive home, it was like a puzzle that I was 
working out in my mind and the pieces just fell into place.”

To Michael, launching his company, MAC-d (Michael Alexander 
Crabtree design), was a way to show his daughter that you can do what 
you love and contribute to the world. “If there’s a responsible way to do 
something, you have a responsibility to do it,” he says. “It’s about looking 
at a different bottom line.”  

Michael spent time with Shannon in Los Angeles to get to know 
her on a personal level. He toured her home, learned about her affinity 
for spirituality, and although their individual styles weren’t similar 
(his is contemporary and hers is traditional/rustic), their collaboration 
would prove to yield beautiful one-of-a-kind creations. Michael notes 
that Shannon’s honesty helped the process move quickly. “Shannon is a 
genuinely lovely person and she had a clear idea of what she wanted. Every 
night I would race back to my hotel room fuelled by our time together and 
I would be inspired to design.” 

Asked if he has a favourite piece from his stunning collection that 
beautifully captures both of their design sensibilities, he smiles and recalls 
the first time he saw the eight-foot Figurine Curio display cabinet that he 
designed for Shannon’s house. “We had spent the day at her home and she 
had a Buddha statue on a table in her living room, but it wasn’t grounded 
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in the space. I immediately envisioned a curved-wood cabinet that would 
anchor the room. I was surprised how one of my own designs affected me. 
From a personal achievement perspective, that’s my favourite.”

The five collection pieces are made in limited quantities using either 
salvaged timber recovered from the depths of the Great Lakes or other 
waterways in North America or from reclaimed wood harvested from old 
buildings, barns and other structures. The character of the wood adds to 
the individual pieces’ overall beauty and structural integrity that can’t 
be duplicated. True to his environmental commitment, Michael adds: 
“If there’s no need to cut down more trees, why would you?” Michael 
is also particularly proud of the fact that he employed local Ottawa 
craftspeople and artists to build the collection. The result is nothing short 
of breathtaking and innovative. 

Another part of the design process Michael enjoys is when he shows 
a design to someone he collaborates with and without saying a word, 
can tell by their expression that he’s captured what they were thinking. 

“I love designing for people because there’s a personal connection,” 
Michael says, stating that the collaborative experience has enriched his 
work, infusing it with new contemporary design elements and more 
texture. Still, Michael prefers not to define his style, but rather enjoys 
being open to influences based on future interactions and experiences in 
order to continue to grow as an artist. 

Michael’s goal is to launch a philanthropic celebrity couture collection 
once a year; knowing each muse will push the limits and bring something 
exciting out in his work. He is also available for local custom designs 
and is working on an eco ready-to-order collection with Ottawa’s own 
environmental building supply and construction store, The Healthiest 
Home. The goal is to launch a full eco kitchen line, and other special 
custom works for Ottawa area homeowners. “I want to design furniture 
that has character, is affordable and uses natural materials. It’s important 
to me that I create pieces that have longevity and that people will want to 
hand down to future generations.”  

Follow Michael on Twitter @MACdGallery or @crabtreemike. To view 
the MAC-d Gallery collection, visit www.macdgallery.com.   OH

Three years ago, self-taught Ottawa custom furniture 
designer Michael Crabtree sent a tweet to Hollywood actress Shannon 
Elizabeth. What happened after forever changed the trajectory of his life 
and his work.  

She responded.
In 140 characters, Michael had captured Shannon’s imagination with 

his idea of an eco-furniture collection that would, in turn, support a 
charity of Shannon’s choosing. Tweets soon progressed to emails and 
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Michael Crabtree with 
actress Shannon Elizabeth
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